
Reception Science Coverage Breakdown 

Environment Living Things Humans  
E 5 Explore the natural world around 

them. 
E6  Describe what they see, hear and 

feel whilst outside. 
E7. Recognise some environments that 

are different to the one in which they live. 

L4 Understand the effect of 
changing seasons on the natural 

world around them. 
 

H2 Know and talk about the different 
factors that support their overall health 

and wellbeing: 
- regular physical activity - healthy 

eating 
- tooth brushing 

- sensible amounts of ‘screen time’ 
- having a good sleep routine 

- being a safe pedestrian 

 

The Natural World ELG 
Explore the natural world around them, making observations and drawing pictures of animals and plants. 

 

Know some similarities and differences between the natural world around them and contrasting environments, drawing on their experiences and what has 
been read in class. 

 

Understand some important processes and changes in the natural world around them, including the seasons and changing states of matter 
Topic coverage 

Autumn 1 
Marvellous Me! 

Autumn 2 
Our Wonderful World 

Spring 1 
A World of Pure 

Imagination 

Spring 2 
All Creatures Great and 

Small 

Summer 1 
A Magical Adventure 

Summer 2 
Let the Adventure 

Begin! 

E5 
H2 

E5 
H2 

L4 
E6 

L4 
E6 

E7 E7 

Vocabulary 

Season, weather, plants, hibernate, animals 
health, exercise, healthy eating, teeth, toothbrush, tooth 

paste, sleep, road safety 

Spring, summer, autumn, winter, cold, warm, 
sun, snow, rain 

Plant, stem, roots, leave, water, light, grow 

Talke, town, city, countryside, same, similar, 
different 

Working Scientifically Vocabulary 

What can you see?         What does it sound like?             What does it smell like? 
What does it taste like?      What does it feel like?      What does it do?   What is happening? 

How did it happen?       What have we found out? 

I will know… 

What I should eat and drink to keep my body healthy. That my 
body needs exercise to stay healthy. 

What foods I should eat to keep my teeth healthy. Why it is 
important to brush my teeth and how I should do this. 

Why I should reduce the amount of screen time that I have. 
Why sleep and a good routine is important. 

Why it is important to stay safe near roads and how to do so. 
How the seasons change. 

Why and how some animals hibernate. 
 

The names of the four seasons. 
That the weather changes as the seasons 

change. 
How to describe what I hear, see and feel when I 

am outside. 
The names and parts of a plant. 

How to care for plants. 
 
 

How to describe the environment in which I live. 
How to describe the similarities and differences 

of my local environment to that of other 
environments. 



 


